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ABSTRACT
Macroscopic characteristics of traffic stream describes traffic stream as a whole by considering
volume or rate of flow, speed and density. Macroscopic characteristics such as flow speed and
density affects LOS of a certain road. This paper discussed in two parts, the first part covers
assessment the macroscopic characteristics of road section from old bus station through south
star hotel and Gebriel St. church to piazza in Hawassa city and the second parts discussed the
determination of modeling or relationship between relationship between Traffic Flow Rate,
Speed and traffic Density. Assessment of macroscopic characteristics helps in taking counter
measures for problems occurring in road sections due to these parameters. The data used for this
paper is by making important counts of traffic data, making all necessary field investigations
and by browsing different scholars those well discussed about macroscopic characteristics of
certain sections of road, Finally analyzing the data and making general conclusion and inferences and
modeling the equation for these parameters using ‘’statistical’’ software.

Keywords: Free Flow Speed, Jam Density, Level of Service, Flow, speed, and density, traffic

stream, macroscopic model, roadway characteristics, traffic flow theory, fundamental
diagram.
Abbreviations: LOS – level of service, HCM- highway capacity manual, q- traffic flow, kdensity, u- space mean speed, n-number of vehicles on a given section of highway, TCSHTraffic control systems handbook .
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

and speed are reduced, so as to describe

Conventionally, traffic is characterized by

traffic congestion. [3].

three key variables: the flow (number of
vehicles per time unit), the speed and the

1.2 Statement of the problem;

density (number of vehicles per length unit).

The aim of studying the macroscopic

Analysis and modeling of the traffic stream

characteristics of road section from old bus

behavior are necessary for traffic operations.

station through South star hotel and Gebriel

The traffic stream behavior is traditionally

St. church to piassa in Hawassa city is to

described using macroscopic characteristics.

assess the speed, traffic flow and density of

The functional relationship between the

the vehicles using the specified road

macroscopic parameters such as speed,

segment and to know the relationships

traffic

between these parameters as well.

flow,

and

fundamental diagram,

density

is

called

which plays an

important role in traffic flow theory and
traffic engineering.

[1].

1.3 Objective of the Study
1.3.1 General objective
Assessing the macroscopic characteristics
of road section from old bus station through
South star hotel and Gebriel St. church to
piassa in Hawassa city.

1.3.2 Specific objective
To assess the macroscopic characteristics
of the road section and to assess the
Figure 1 Fundamental diagrams of speed-flowdensity. (Source: TCSH, 2008)

relationship between Traffic Flow Rate,
Speed and traffic Density

As it is presented in Fig. below, the relation
between speed and traffic flow has a

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

parabolic form, wherein the average speed

2.1 Introduction

decreases as the flow increases up to a

To establish the relationship between the

maximum flow (the road capacity) under

traffic characteristics, a great deal of

free flow conditions and then both the flow

research has been done over the past several
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[5]

decades. The results of these researches

Kesting

. This is due to the temporal

yielded many mathematical and behavioral

nature of the flow data used for estimating

models. Behavioral models are derived

the density.

based on the car following behavior and the
mathematical models are obtained by curve

The second problem is related to the field

fitting approaches Castillo and Benitez [1].

observations on either flow-occupancy (in

A macroscopic model needs to satisfy

the case of homogeneous traffic stream) or

several important observed traffic stream

flow-speed (in the case of heterogeneous

and roadway characteristics, and most of the

traffic stream). For modeling the speed-

[1].

density relation Greenshields model is

Many researchers have used the speed-

widely used even in heterogeneous traffic

density relation as the basis for obtaining

conditions Kumar et al., Dhamaniya and

speed-flow and flow-density models Lum et

Chandra, Mehar et al. In the majority of

models fail to do so Castillo and Benitez

al.

[2].

Greenshields

[3]

a

these studies, the modeled speed-density

macroscopic stream model, in which density

relation is used for predicting the congested

and speed are linearly related and this is one

branch of either speed-flow or flow-density

of the widely used speed-density models

diagram. [4].

though it has limitations in reflecting some

2.2 Macroscopic Traffic Characteristics

observed traffic stream characteristics.

Flow,

Problems related to the estimation of speed-

macroscopic

density models can be divided into two

describing the traffic stream behavior. In

parts. First problem is associated with the

this study, flow and density are expressed in

data used for the parameter estimation. In

terms of vehicles and speed is the arithmetic

the case of homogeneous traffic conditions,

mean of the spot speeds of vehicles,

density and speed values are estimated from

observed at a section. Mehar et al.

the observed flow and occupancy data. In

taken arithmetic mean of the spot speeds as

the case of heterogeneous traffic conditions,

the average stream speed and et al.

density is estimated from the observed flow

estimated space mean speed of each vehicle

and speed data. In this process, the density

type by taking the harmonic mean of the

values corresponding to the queued traffic

spot speeds. Later, a weighted average of

states

space mean speeds of various vehicle types

are
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underestimated

developed

Treiber

and

speed,

and

density

characteristics

are

the

used

for

[4]

[2],

have

have
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was considered as the average stream speed.

conditions, 85th percentile speed observed

The

flows

for the entire traffic stream or the mean

corresponding to different vehicle types

speed of the free moving vehicles is taken as

observed at a section. Conventional data

the

collection methodologies adopted for data

Once the average composition is known the

collection on the macroscopic variables of

jam density can be found out [5].

heterogeneous traffic stream involves the

In the case of the present study the jam

collection of the video film on the traffic

density values have been observed based on

stream being studied. Flow and speed data

several photographs similar to the one

are collected while replaying the video film.

shown in Fig.2.3 below.

weighing

factors

are

the

free

flow

speed.

Flow data are obtained at a suitable road
section covered in the video film. A trap
section of 30 to 50 m is used to manually
collect the spot speeds of the vehicles. The
important thing to be noted is the length of
the observation period used for data
collection. Researchers have used 1 minute
to 15 minute observation periods and found
that as the length of the observation period

Figure 2 Snapshot showing congested condition of traffic
(Source ref. 3)

increases scatter of the data is minimized.

2.4 The Relationship between Traffic Flow
Rate, Speed and Density

2.3 Free Flow Speed and Jam Density

The traffic flow, q, a measure of the volume

Free flow speed and jam density are the

of traffic on a highway, is defined as the

characteristics of the road stretch and the

number of vehicles, n, passing some given

traffic stream being studied and any speed-

point on the highway in a given time

density model meant for that road segment

interval, t, i.e.

should reflect these characteristics. In this
context, it is necessary to get the data on
these two parameters. Free flow speed refers
to the average speed of the vehicles moving
on the road stretch when vehicles are
moving freely. For homogeneous traffic
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…………………………

(1)

In general terms, q is expressed in vehicles
per unit time. The number of vehicles on a
givensection of highway can also be
computed in terms of the density or
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as

2.5 Level of Service
One of the most important measure of

follows:

quality is the level of service concept.
Quality of service requires quantitative
…………………………(2)

measures

to

characterize

operational

Where the traffic density, k, is a measure of

conditions within a traffic stream. Level of

the number of vehicles, n, occupying a

Service

length

of

describing operational conditions within a

roadway, l. For a given section of road

traffic stream, generally in terms of such

containing k vehicles per unit length l, the

service measures as speed and travel time,

average

speed

freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions,

of the k vehicles is termed the space mean

and comfort and convenience. Six LOS are

speed u (the average speed for all vehicles in

defined with letters designate each level,

a given space at a given discrete point in

from A to F, with LOS A representing the

time).Therefore;

best operating conditions and LOS F the

……………………………….(3)

(LOS)

is

a

quality

measure

worst. Each level of service represents a
range of operating conditions and the

Where “li” is the length of road used for
measuring the speed of the ith vehicle. It can
be seen that if the expression for q is divided

driver's perception of those conditions [1].
See table I below for level of service
classification.

by the expression for “k”, the expression for
u is obtained by;

Table 1 level of service

Thus, the three parameters u, k and q are
directly

related

under

stable

traffic

conditions;
………………………..(4)
This constitutes the basic relationship
between traffic flow, space mean speed and
density.
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3. METHODOLOGY AND
PROCEDURE

general conclusion and inferences and

3.1 Study Area

using ‘’statistica’’ software

modelling the equation for these parameters

The specific study area is the road section in
hawassa city from old bus station through
South star hotel and Gebriel St. church to

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

piassa.

Before conducting traffic data count, it’s
necessary to select the critical section and
critical time that’s aimed for the ease of our
work and representing the whole road section
from old bus station to piassa. From this point of
view, we classified the study site in to three
segment as follows;


Segment 1= From old bus station to
south star international hotel



Figure 3 study location (source: Google map)

international hotel to Gebriel St.

3.2 Sources of Data

church roundabout

Data used for this paper is primary data
(by making important counts of traffic data
and

making

all

necessary

field

investigations) and secondary data (i.e. by
browsing different scholars those well
discussed about macroscopic characteristics

3.3 General Procedure of Data Collection
Making

general

reconnaissance

survey of the road section.




Segment 3= From Gebriel St. church

roundabout to piassa.
For each road segment above, base line length,
representing road section from old bus station

through South star hotel and Gebriel St.
church to piassa, of 200m for both speed and

of certain sections of road).


Segment 2= From south star

Selecting critical sections for traffic
data count

density determination is taken. And traffic data

was counted in two days (Thursday for week
days and on Sunday for week end days) for
a duration of 5min. for speed and flow
determination.



Collecting the necessary data.

For vehicles flow rate analysis, types of



Interpreting the collected data.

vehicles counted are classified in to five and

Finally, analyzing the data and making

coded as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 representing motor
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Figure 4.Snapshot for traffic density count.

cycles, passengers car, buses, truck and
truck trailers respectively.
4.1 Assessment of Traffic Speed
By taking certain length (base line of 200m)

Here under is the Flow Vs Speed, Flow Vs
Density and Speed Vs Density graph. Best
meeting equation for their correlation and

at different position in the section of road

correlation

and measuring time (time of entrance and

determined as below;

exit of vehicles) for a duration of 5 minutes.

factor

Speed

computed in table format as below.

graph

is

exponential

Flow Vs Speed
1000

period of time (5 min. proposed) can be

800

Flow, Veh/hr

vehicles passing that point for a certain

4.3 Assessment of Traffic Density
Traffic density is a measure of the number

is

function.

4.2 Assessment of Traffic Flow
By taking specific point of the road section,

determined in table as below;

graph

correlation equation for Flow Vs

running is determined. Traffic speed is

that specific point per unit time is

all

1. Flow Vs Speed:- best meeting

Then the speed at which the vehicles are

counted. Then number of vehicles passing

for

600
-0.019x
400 y = 1403e
R² = 0.9033
200

0
0

20

40

60

80

Speed, Km/hr

of vehicles occupying a length of roadway
between two points in the section of road is

Figure 5 Flow Vs Speed graph

to be determined at instant time. That’s by
taking the snapshot at certain position and
counting the number of vehicles in that
section of road from the snapshot taken.

2. Flow Vs Density:- best meeting
correlation equation for Flow Vs
Density graph is polynomial
function.
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Table 2 Summary table

Vs Density

1000
500
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

Density, Veh/Km
Figure 6 Flow Vs Density graph

3. Speed Vs Density:- best meeting
correlation equation for Speed Vs
Density graph is exponential
function.

Speed, Km/hr

Speed Vs Density
80
60
40
20
0
0

10

y = 68.619e-0.021x
R² = 0.5037
20
30

40

Density, Veh/Km

Figure 5 Speed Vs Density graph

50

Speed, km/hr

Flow, Veh/hr

33
31
28
27
36
38
37
39
43
40
34
35
61
59
38
34
37
39
32
31
48
46
28
27

720
732
864
864
684
636
756
780
612
636
696
684
432
468
612
768
684
672
732
756
552
588
852
864

Density,
Veh/km
30
35
35
40
25
20
25
30
20
25
25
20
20
25
25
30
25
30
35
40
25
30
40
45

4.4 Relationship between Traffic Flow
Rate, Speed and traffic Density
(Modeling).
Using nonlinear logarithmic function for all

Table 3 summary in logarithmic form (input

these three parameters;

for statistica software)

Taking;


Speed as dependent variable and
Flow and



density as independent variables
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Speed,
km/hr
1.52
1.49
1.45
1.43
1.56

Flow, veh/hr
2.86
2.86
2.94
2.94
2.84

Density,
veh/km
1.48
1.54
1.54
1.60
1.40
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1.58
1.57
1.59
1.63
1.60
1.53
1.54
1.79
1.77
1.58
1.53
1.57
1.59
1.51
1.49
1.68
1.66
1.45
1.43

2.80
2.88
2.89
2.79
2.80
2.84
2.84
2.64
2.67
2.79
2.89
2.84
2.83
2.86
2.88
2.74
2.77
2.93
2.94

1.30
1.40
1.48
1.30
1.40
1.40
1.30
1.30
1.40
1.40
1.48
1.40
1.48
1.54
1.60
1.40
1.48
1.60
1.65
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And, taking the values of coefficients and
constant from the software output;

Coefficient 1 = -0.87
Coefficient 2 = -0.284
Constant = 4.434
Substituting all these values the function
becomes;
log (Speed) = (coefficient 1)*log (flow) +
(coefficient 2) *log(density) + constant
log (Speed) = -0.87*log (flow) – 0.284
log(density) + 4.434

Table 4 input for statistical software

R2 = 0.94, good correlation, so our
counted traffic data is reliable.

5. CONCLUSION
Flow,

speed,

macroscopic

and

density

characteristics

are

the

used

for

describing the traffic stream properties.
Among these parameters, it’s the traffic
density which is somehow difficult to
determine for longer length of road section.
From this paper, it’s obviously observed
that traffic speed is inversely proportional
Figure 6. software output

to both traffic flow and traffic density, i.e.
as traffic speed increases both traffic
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density and flow decreases and vice versa.

concepts for freeways, us department of

However,

directly

transportation,

proportional to traffic density, i.e. as traffic

administration.

traffic

flow

is

flow increases traffic density also increases
as well. For instance, traffic flow and
density of segment 3 is high on Sunday

[6]

European

federal

Transport

highway

Safety

Council

(2007). Social and economic consequences of
road traffic injury in Europe. Brussels.

afternoon comparing to Thursday and other
segments in hawassa city, but traffic speed

[7]

Ghee,

C.

and

Astrop,

A.

(1997):

SocioEconomic Aspects of Road Accidents in

is low apparently.

Developing Countries. Transport Research
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